
AFFPIDAVI® 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I live at 7627 Old Receiver Road, “rederick, 

Maryland / i am a former reporter, investigative reporter, ge t » United States Senate 

ie reszaeien and editor and government intelligence analyst. 

1. I am the author of seveyn published books on the official investigations of 

the assassinations of President John F, Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr and 

f several incomplete mnanaseripts on them. My vont differs from that of others in 

the field in that I am not a conspiracy theorist he 3 my book iS pipe 3 me examin@tiess of the 

way in which the basic insti tutpons of our society, chiefly government agencies, puntunep 

Wwesxed in those times of zreat stress and since. I have obtained and studied a large 

volume of once~withheld government records relating tbh these investigations, mostly 

those of the isl, Because of my subject-matter expertise I have been consulted over 

and individual Members. 

Congressional Committees 

a period of several decaies by all elements of the media, donesTic and soni, polly 

   

  

i have considerable experience with the FBI and Department 

- : _—. > eae. . . f Justice in a number of FOIA lawsuits and am femal pérsonally familiar with their 

practises in FOTA litigation. I have filed numerous lengthy and detailed affidavits 

in litigation. To date no significant error has been proven in any of a bi 

ik , 

saYasts d work and writin N yp d 

afi is based on 

  

    
pe E-ParazlapEse    

  

   
    I have some knowledge of Allen v. FBI, C.4. 81-1206) 

gil detrrrnced: 
s before ké did but my<fealth 

ttagetton to obtain that information. It is tybical of the FBI that it entirely 

   

  

     
   

    

red my request and reminders of oe Iny repeated appels al] were entirely    
   



2. I have read the June 2, 1987 declaration of FBI FOTPA supervisor David } 

Ro Lieberman in this instant cause and state, in summary, that he attests to what . 

Leng Monde gh Paha, maby ig not true, makes serigus errors and clearly i      

    

0 

Nave Miilentsxequest and(not competent to execute this declaration. 

below, he asserts that the FBL must frithhold £ wStety Oi essen what it has 

  

already disclosed.



    

i have much and costly personal experience This trick is to wpe! 

utterly lacking in the factual knowledge required to make the attestation instead of oe 

the readily-available Slesane: who do have the required factual knowledge. The 

incompetent affiant claims, as Lieberman does to accredit himself, to iss 

be "familiar with the procedures followed in responding to FOIA requests" 

but he is careful not to state that he see personal knowledge. whee would 

atnuls 

make him liable to allegaions of perjury if the attest 4o what is pet      

  

   eoterial Tnsteead the claim + 

if that he is repeatibes, without any basis for &laluating it, what others told hime 

the others who ars competent to attest and do noteLieberman also claims | yae—bo—ab he 
    

  

+o remimesd (fo have read the records attached to his declaration. He does not claim 

LT docwnyt 
to understand them and in fact he does not, as wrttbemade-specifie below. He is, 

without any question, grossly ignorant of what the FBI has discloséd and, lacking 

2 
prsonal knowledge and having already said he is repeating what others told him, has 

no reason to fear being charged with false swearing. 

Tsar     5. Ll was suspicious @ 
—_—_— 

~~ 

pecause 1 knew that KAXXE REA GRRMERKRBXSSKEEKEMAKKSAARBS FBI SA John WN. Phillips Wee 
FBI Kol A 

Purana fae 3 z La superv’ sor in this litigation and has 

aebyy wf Wr. Aha phapda: Hee jhe a 
ee of reconds—volating—te Or ttn 

Liebuwin dy indy Dyke, _ phe 
3 K hillips,cpuld not fattest to what 

Tt 
ya subject tos, ; hat 
Met The 

Lieberman attests because his/perssonal knowledge(w fake h 

o L 4, ty 
charges of #ree ius am of nergons’? knowledge\ Phill Phillips Tepe disclosed to me a FBI 

records which leave it beyond question that the Lieberman declaration is false sie 

3 f-subjec . nO matter how sli shit the with he thy 

Owl rom one 1" 

  

          
    

    
      

    

  

  

  

     

    

echnents tO the biebertia: eats Pare raf Y dn) 
t 

6, tllustrative of the farade of FOIA supervisors(when it is alleged by a E . 3 
| 

lmowledgeable plaintiff that they have been untruthful, and perhaps within the 

[Dre



“nef stipulation was limited to my waiver of a Vaughn on the FBIHQ MURKIN records. 

It provided for absolutely nothing else. But thereafter, whenever I raised any issue, 

the FBI claimed it was not covered by the stipulation and by this means it stonewalled 
(Ralph Harp, 

indefinitely. For his achievenent Hartingh was promoted. ne analyst who withheld 

so extensively the appealg direetor testified as the FBI's witness that the records Soccernet 

shoulda be reprocessed,Was promoted to spetial agent. )



Sep 
recollection of this court, is the number of them in yp Os wetch sought 

records relating to the “ing assassination. First these-was Sa Tom Wiseman. I caught 

him lying and he was repleced. (The court may recall, for example, that he swore 

crime-scene pictures did not exist and he attested that he had searched the MURKIN 

5S MURKIN file disclosed the existence of a large number of premkueiy    file for them. 

crime scene pictures from a number of sources, including the “emphis police and the 

FBI itself as well as those taken by private parties. Wiseman, too, claimed to 

attest on the basis of what, in the boilerplate repeated by Lieberman, is "information 

furnished to me in my official capacity." XAXWABEMENKSAGass Wiseman stated that his 

information relating to pigtures also came from FBI SA John Kilty but in fact Kalty 

Wo 
both wrote seman and aetes when I deposed him that he had no knowldge and no Sow 

Somgevencs with regard to these nictures 0M Woh prt wk Av ables ch, ) 

7. Wiseman was replaced by SA John “ortingh, who engineered a stipulation the 

    

= 

t 3 

FBI never . jintended to abide by and in fact violated from the very first. Bee pW, dh 

QOrermmTeiiy Chercil ter Ctaimed—the trrevererents thet a a T TisD U 

OST Tat stipula i é i ; 68es per shic-sebtoroment 

    

Sect wer-peitda He was sastasod Sh Si Horace Beck FBI was careful not 

to inform this court that Beckwith was very vulnerable,-esexas o+khe tiebitities Sven   

ainst then     

  

       

we 
Si, because he pas atthe—time an unindicted co Fire n the case ag 

acting HRI Director Pat Gray and several ot on officials. a 

proving that Seckwith swere “fa 21lsely untick he Smee tensa re court @eckwith i 

did not want to soon 2 ir. its courtroom and he left. 

8. I am not cemttair. that SA Marts in ood was his immediate successor, but “ood 

did follow him. Meking a search is burdensome for me now and I execute this 

  

affidavit from recollection cf, = glides, The coirt may recall that I 

. - a7 oo 1 - ° 4 = a oe ef. . 

was limited in 1975, having suffered mavexsk acg@fute thrombophlebifis before the first 

calendar call. This court has not seen my since the late summer of 1980 because I am 

much more severely linited as the redult of several serious complications following 

arterial surgery. I now cannot, for example, stand still, which is required in searchng



    
    

wo 7 

wa fetes, and I can use stairs only with care and difficulty. All of the records I 

received through FOIA litigation are preserved oxacty as I received them in the 

basement of our home. Ultimately they will be a permanent public achives, fhe 

arrangenents for an have been made. XASKEX This is why I do not search to 

determine whether there was any other supervisor prior to Wood 

9. The court may refall that Wooa swore that the FBI, did,\not heh bs b 

Atlanta map allegedly marked by James Harl RAY socused of killing doctor King,—end — 

that it did not have other relevant items I had informed the court it did have. 

Wood did not have and did not claim to have ersonal knowledge. He was, like Lieberman, 
uv / a Me dure 

"familiar with the procedures" andYtold\ by others who could and should have made 

Nw e 

  

the attestations. I kad _pers —_ 

FB" rn Py to 

aceu = moos. that it hag siezed 4 illegally, by what was known as a 

that the FBI did Ekathave that map anal Km uu; fam 

  

"black bag" Job, in Atlanta. Bearing on the regard the FBI has for telling the 

und 
truth wey oath, when word of this black bag job got out FBIHQ phoned xk 

its SAC Hitt in Atlanta, told him ,to execute an affidavit denying there had been a 
hear and prior to Wood's attestation, 

black bag job and he did} amtthealthe FBI disclosed to me, Deérore i ourt 

lihek we Liged we Poarndd 7p gust who did that black bag job and how az resext # Wat to 

FBIHQ separate from What was not obtained illegally. 

10. After it was without question that with regard to many matters Wood had 

sworn falsely before tris court he was replaced, by the same % John N. Phillips 

who is case supervsior in the 4llen case and who was also suoervisor in the dis- 

closure or many thovands of JFK assassination records to me in ny C.As 78-0322/ 

0420 combined. 

11. Of all the many FBI employees who had personal knowldge of its King assassi- 

nation investigation, it managed to assigng as se afhep Vide Lowt before this 

copgrt a succession of rh i 
Lrg 

withthe -exessties of sar tinesh; who orcited -sttestayion and @evoled Tainselr to 

sugces alni putatie: 

  

 



14, IT have no recent knowlewdge that Phillips is still assigned to my case and 

Allen's and I am not a lawyer. I am familiar with the decision of the appesls court 

in the Londrigan case. It requires that if the government has persons of first - 

person knowledge they and aot the uninformed provide the gpvernmnet's testimony. 

Wherever the FBI may have Phillips assigned, he could have prepared iss = its attestation 

of personal knowledge Ideberman obviously does not have. Phillips also had a staff of 

7 a 

special agents who have processed JEK assassination records for many years and axsm do ene 

FB 

have personal imowledge. otter ax assassination experts, one I recall named Howard, 

estified before this court and have persohal imowledge. (Howard testified to processing 

a
 

the complete JFK assassination files three times. )So, in addition to a long records 

of providing affirmations that are not truthful, the FBI in this case presented the 

—_———t 

declaration of ag@ special agent who hasn! hE ghtest idea what he is talking 

about when he makes factual representations goo iiolles the W Sual requirement and 

the requirement of tondrigan, that attestations be of first-person knowledge. tee 

jel os n : 2 . . 

Besess cannot claim it has no such personas available to it.



doprid oper 
12. Also illustrative of the webtédssty of + f the FBI's affirmations, egein and wre 

: we ons tla apie, d 
fen personal experience with this same Supervisor Phillips} is the fact that 

when their affhrmations can¢ be checked. by those who have factual knowldge, as 

I do, they not only have not been able to refute allegations of false swearing - 

they do not make even pro forma denial. 

4 

i5. I use the word "tricks" above relating to FBI practises in my FOIA 
icon and not refile 

one 6 . Z 5 ij GS ° > > re 
litigation. Because of my impaired health + 3 to dismiss! the King case before 

this court and the FBI refusede In the JFK case in wich “hillips is supervisor 

axnadeckhemamexdivarkoand gerne kek oeex 
: : ij . rand 

pen. WAL Lynas 

i also sought to dismiss\and not refile and the FBI again refused. Instead it 

resorted to other tricks I will explain if the court desires and as a result got a 

money judgemeny against me, for the first time in FOLIA litigation, It also 

created a conflict of interest tetween my counsel and me and thus Sax beo se. 

In order to get this money judgement Phillips and others, mostly Phillips, made 

certain representations to that court and prevailed. Simultaneously “hillips was 
(ort ennesrn auras sacrinramenere ener cre seerer ee 

: . _ eo ane les . aor . : : . { disclosing to Allen in this litigation FBI, records that leave it without question that AFB 
oe t 

¢ this koney juigenont was procure by, perjury, fraud and misrepresenattation. My . 
oo the changes lind baal on form 

allegations are undenied, fhe records Phillips disclosed nef Che~irfideltity 

Aa mm ler ifs An 
tp LO) Lr : cannot be aR 

aa 

    

¢ 

the FSI and the Department hase ot responde tomy tage filing before the appeals 
MA T ana fen ote Ce are te cour! and for more than a half year that court fas Been sitting on that case without 

fe” ; i he even setting timextee oral arguments, / ASvvbas 

1s Tt is my experience that to frustrate disclosugs of what can embarrass it 

nd to make use of #OI4 and FOIA litigation costly and time-consuming i¥cluding to OF 

  

GY . 
the overburdened courts, the FBI stonewa $hat—wowk over / . 

od yw) 3, ag estes awh wad be mek Ln th be B 
ae een a 

and ee +tistates what is not true and what it knows is not trugvand thes the Say ; 
7 4 

plaintiff(is faced with a tbbson' s choice, between lengthyend detailed affimevits 

  

emtzz wgich burden him and the court and risking losing by not mam refuting one of the 

muti tudinous FBI infidelities to facta (Lwhy 
é



   
Spey uh 

18. If the Yourt agrees this furtheystalls(a case & six years eid, «-Geeacion 

with which I have personal experience. Ef the information Is}classified there is no 

need to assert a privacy claim. The A vacy claim is asserted LWP! ad that 

is not classified and not stamatuaa’ prose E ves decGlassitiet-wnt-teceuse it 

Cg if Core, at) 

was disclosed by the } PBL steals, This dodge, assured that there will be referre 

to the Classification cat which also has no subject-matter oportise this no 

was of knowing what has already been disclosed. There is no reason to doubt that 

after some time the Classification Unit w ubber stamp Yhe withhholding the 

FBI wants even though the FBI already placed that very information in the public 

domain, In addition, the Classification Unit lacks the subject-matter knowledge to 

a 
make a balancing test mutixiiemikitz to determine, should there be such a situation, 

whether public interest overrides privacy concerns in this historical case...



_ . 1§-This is what is-dene“With the Lieberman declaration and this is why #tUZele 2’ 
subject-matter {Pathog t me ea : 7 

= " ida ---aar e . : egy dertifiable ignorallus +6~ased—by—vhe-FRi_te "declare under penalty of perjury" : 

  

   

      

   

that Was declaration is. "tr e correct" when it, quite obviously, is neither, as I 

show in ‘what follows.’ The’ 2 BS that U fless he also lacks understanding, 
oa ~ does ae : , . / al i 

Lieberman also é34“not tell the truth in ‘Statang that he made a "pers on7review of 

the documents" in question because ‘those very documents, some of which I attach in. 

0 bisé Ob ANif hats, 
what follows, prove\untruth (beyond question! ¥ alse disclose \ehs* he attests. has 

to be witheld. “8 there are a number of instances of Ths. 

| was De . File 
iB Lieberman shee begins his justification ot the withholdings with the moe | Ne ddeee ded that kind of boilerplate I am familiar with ,but-sith_eeerister new to mes Tk t 

accepts that request the rubber-stamping of iproper withholdings is certains 
A 
yy i \ Pat 4 ad ’ ° . fo \ i 7 . i \15) Should the Court reject any assertion of the (b)(7U(C) exenption | Within the materizl processed for the plaintiff, the FBI desires to | > . _ . . . ° Y * pe . ar | | reserve the option of proWiding these materials to its Classification yinit 
‘for review to determine whether or not a(b)(1) claim is applicable." 

  

  not tlassified-ant terete Tormerty classified imformation thet~hes_already been 

disehesed. t+ thus follows that sheen 

Chesstfication Unit the rubher-stamping of what has heen disclesed—ts-assured. To 
also 

determine whether the privacy clin is asserted. properly reyubres other factual know- 

ledge, such as the importance of and nublic interest iv tne withheld information. 

9. Lieberman also States with regard to the disclosure of "rap" sheet that 

despite a ckted apyeals court decision requiring their dusclosure they Continuesto 
. _. decitsim fo PMsrA@ withheld pending determination '¢f whether there Witt DS Sr-apseei. Separate from this 

   

  

is the fact that the FBI has on this subject-matter disclosed "rap" sheets to me. 

They also ube in the FBI's\general freleases @ JIK assassination record 41977 padi 7, Ue 
b vw “Aso 5 —— and thus 4_ey Gre publicly available in the FBI's own reading room and other such fitsr. ) ; L, a | p bolt repositories available to the public. / Be fion [mM Wh Wan vii wv p AM, hA 

ZUS. Under "Explanation of fermat utilized for justification of deleted material" = = : : = 
Lieberman states that his declaration "details the specific exemption asserted for a4 

CA teby



particular deletion, giving a precise description of the deleted material, and pro- 

vides a justification for the exemption claimed." These are not all "precise" and 

not all faithful to the language and intent of the Act.¢ For example, it is not 

true of his claim to"Category (b) (20, wf ich he describes as merely "internal 

/Peeetises." This exemption does not encompass all "internal practises." By this 

inisrepresentation of the Soe aA the intent of this exemption he includes claims 

that are outside the exemption. What he omits in this "precise description" are 

the limitations of the exemption, first that it be asserted for information that aE avons 
A au 

is "solely" te laned not 7 "practises" duit to the internal personnel rules and 

pfactises of the BBENCT «'y The FBI and Lieberman then assert this claim to include 

Erimibilo who we . Ht 
rsonnel." fis int ormants are not FBI pe-sonnel gud Wye 

  

  



  

partieutar-detetion, SivEs a précise description of the deleted taterial, and provides 

  G justification Tot the exenption asserted. This -is-net-aiways true;-for exampre, it 

dig HOT hree-w2Ebs claim to ee (b)(2), which he dese ernal 

prectipes; ef hieh-kes é statute inclues a7 the 

FSI aiways-omits and Lieberman here also ma omL 33 sty» ‘The-chains Tie Makes are 

Z/ 
Ret —setety" such ihtrteriet personne practises. In my lassui#t before this court the 

HBI produced as its expert witness the then appeals dire ctor, Quinlan J, Shea, Jr., and 

es oo ; 
With regard to se===<s This clain to (ob) (2), Shea testifieas as the FBI's own 

   
expert -— that iffras asserted improperly and i: 
re. 

gastitied. 

ZU19. With more specific reference to these six claims to "justification" under 

(b)(2) I state that the FBI has disclosed precisely this information to me, over 

and over again, in some instances did not once withhold if se-ahout-e-thint ofa 

pp lliea—peaces.. and in his own declaration Lieberman himself discloses what he 
7 

attests must be withheld. The FBI has disclosed to me its permanent symbol numbers 

and file numbers voles Th to its informants and a number of instances of this are 
LK ath dodre 11, ay Pmb 

in the case recoR-of my lassuit before this court./ Perhaps the court will recall 
6 4 

the matter of BRE Znformant Oliver Patterson, which received extensive attention at 

ty others) 
the time. (The actualit ty ig that the FBI disclosed Patterson's identity Yover his 

written objection. ) What to now was never withheld from any record I have ever seen 

  

the "temporary source symbol numbers," a rather exaggerated representation about 

which Licberman later is ban wd ey ful, as I detail below. This is not really 
OM ar rw Wrtim 

. "symbol number." dt is th i tt for a name, like T1. and of these the FBZ 

22s must have miliions that are in no way identifiable. Lieberman himself discloses 

"dissemination markin 2 Lcluua o must be withheld, ex4 I attach the 
Ur 

fiest tom - isu instance {tho bo eeen part—of his on +R below, Gshtses 
hw go | And 

wdiritah * aged ard to the claim to (b)(3), ieee Te Speen discloses what he 

  

ya oki ys —_——————______, 
SUT a e claim is without merit. (SeeExhibi+——\the FBI has atsg “| — 2S disclose€ the names of iniivbduals who testified before grand juries to me 

      
   



Lieberman offers no supocrt of any kind for his conclusory statement that there 

are invasions of privacy and that they are unwarranted. To be able to state this 

honestly, to be competent to offer any opinion, he is required to have considerable 

subject-matter expertise that he neither claims to have nor has. He has way of kno# 

} 
ing whether the information he whys-ust be withheld has already been|disclosed, as 

   

so much has been, by the Commission, by te FBI and even in Coustmoous. 4’ithough he 

states elsewhere (as on page 25) that there was a balancing test, he does not claim 

to have done this personally and he is not able to do it personally. he does not 

say who did it and whethey that person was competent, and it ism obvious that whefe 

what was officially disclosed is withheld there was no balancing test made or 

possible. With regard to this claim and his other claims that + question and dispute, 

specifications follow below.



“B-Licberman' s lorgest listing, more than two pages, is of claims to (b)(6) and 

(7), hore than two pages of supposedly "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy” and "“owarranted “nvasion of Personal Srivacy" and "Sonfidential Source 

Peoria." With regard to each and every so-called "justification," without a single 

$ exception, the FBI has disclosed precisely this information to me, quite extenively 
and in the JFK assassi eee case in which Yhillips also is supervisor. 
in case before this court? I also provide examples of the utter spuriousness and 

Phillips seeks to justify, 
riciculousness of the \claims Lie spormaiaakes; TneTeding in his withholding of 
particularly 4 “hillips disclosed to me and withheld from Allen. 
hat the TH Atsel? has aleady GSCIOSEp | If I were to try to provide ell the 

for me 
illustrations of this I have it would be a physical impossibility to tranport those 

  

     
   

    

   

  

disclosed FBI records to this court, they are that extensive. Moreover, when this 

matter was presented to Director J. Edgar Hoover when the Warren Vommission wanted 

to publish records it got from the FBI, “oover ana Wa overruled his bureaucrats, 
@ ublished 

amd ordered that none of this be laa and, throughout 26 large] volumes, in 
Ai Ww was 

the National Archives ani at other repositories this 
Yin / (| FBI's now 

REx Single instance offone of 

was no ee pe With regard to the withholding of FBI names, - Far Director £ ED 

   

    

not Withheld. + ‘ne of no 

   

  

conjectured horrors being a reality. ,There 

Clarence rennet Was i ll and unequivocal in stating that they would not be withheld 

sats 
in historical case and in tiisxeas the case of JFK assassination! requests. 

# director kes overruled Directors Hoover and Kelley - and whether or not the 

identical me ge information has already been officially disclosed, shere—t<—Liebermants 

im that his justitt 

   

unWarrented invastenest4 

effort to balenee-betwearl privacy am 

to deny _thet—heve—axe 

  

  eee aa ore DeE-enbarveassitg to the FBI. 

ot As I state above, information within all of these categories has been 

(2
2 isclosed to me by the FBI. aside from the illustrations mentioned above I cite



The Memphis sheriff violated James Earl Ray's right by intercepting all fais mail, 

including with his lawyers, and xeroxing it and then giving copies to the FBI. The 
40 6 

FBI tee provided me with copies. I also provided me with information from afhy 

other local police agencies and it disclosed this kind of source information to me 
RK 5 wae vt 

in the JES throughfAuthorized disclosure by the Warren Commission, This 

is but one of the many examples of wee=e why I state that to be able to attest¢ 

hones Aly and competently Lieberman is required to have the information he niftner 

has no¥claims to have.



what the court may recall from my case before it with regard to his (b)(7)(4+6) claims, 

  in cteeutieehts-elaim that the FBI is required to withhold the "identities of, and 

information provided ee leinds af 

sdurces, "non-Federal Government law enforcement agencies;" "either state or local 

government agencies;" and "financial, credit and commerical institutions." All of 

this kind of information from precisely these sources abounds in the Ming assassi- 

nation information disclosed to me before this courted mn fe hoya Tt ished fn, 

oq. Not only were those other police and other government agencies identified 

a 

by name and not only wa uso vf Wrdegete padi on provided.t ne pe oes ee 4 volume, 

the FBI provided me wi ee id i is gh Re as provi to Be by such agencies. this 
anh Molin onal ren 4 Me phos 4 (‘They one 

re 
is even true of foréign police agence s included under non-federal 

law enforcement agencies in the Lieberman listings. In the case record in my lawsuit 

7 
before this cour 

  

    

  

   

q 

ere xeroxes of what the Canandian Mountea Solice and Scotland 

M44L) a 

Yard gave the FBI and it duscloset to me along with much more numerous 

vepresentatiess of thekwsmck the evidence they gathered in their investigations. 

An abundance of information provided to the FBI by the Memphis police was provided to As 

@, ts tnai_litigetionty_the SE, Tf The court may recall all thosa “red squad" 

crime scen 
reports and all those(pictures the FBI had sworn did not exist.(It also provided 

. uch [ Wheé.g- 
me with prints of Aictures taken by federal non-law enforcement agencies. St. 

Serr information from a number hoy wOLICE agencies. 

28. In the case before this court it disclosed to me a Large volume of 

+ 
information it obtained from financial, credit and commercial institutions. 

The court may remember the quite extensive checking of phone calls, with virtually 

all the telephone companies extending from “alifornia to New Vrleans involved as well 

as a very large number of other vhone companies whose records are involved in the 

ther ends of calls made from this southern belt. The court may also remember the 

extraordinary volume of motel and hotel registrations dksclosed in wat litigation 
t 

     

    
2. 

when the FBI obtained them from a very large number of such placesffrom Atlanta and 

Birmingdm all the way tc Lemphis. There were many credit-agency checks and the 
& 

results were disclosed.


